Pruned receptor surface models and pharmacophores for three-dimensional database searching.
A pharmacophore represents the 3D arrangement of chemical features that are shared by molecules exhibiting activity at a protein receptor. Pharmacophores are routinely used in 3D database searching for identifying potential lead compounds. The lack of shape constraints causes the query to identify compounds that could not fit into the active site. In the absence of structural information, a receptor surface model (RSM) can be used to represent the active site. The RSM consists of a surface that envelops a set of known actives after these have been aligned using their common features. When used for database searching, a RSM is overconstraining as it restricts access to regions that could be occupied by ligands, such as the solvent-protein interface or unexplored pockets. We describe a protocol for developing pruned RSMs using information gleaned from 3D quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) models. We examined the performance of queries that consist of pharmacophores used alone or with pruned or unpruned RSMs by performing searches on six databases containing known actives distributed among inactives. The pruned RSMs yield an average selectivity 1.8 times greater than that for pharmacophore queries, compared to 1.6 times for unpruned RSMs. However, the pruned RSMs retrieve on average 73% of the actives identified using the pharmacophores, compared to 40% for the unpruned RSMs. As such, pruned RSMs represent a useful compromise between the high sensitivity of pharmacophores and the high selectivity of unpruned RSMs.